
  
 Gambier Village Council Meeting 

Special Meeting 
April 22, 2024 

 
Council Present: Liz Forman, Alison Furlong, Kaitlin Sockman, Natalie Wright  
             Absent: Rakia Faber, Morgan Giles 
 
Also, attending: Leeman Kessler, Mayor; RC Wise, Village Administrator; Diane Steinmetz, Fiscal officer; 
Clint Bailey, Solicitor; Ian Smith, Kenyon College; Residents: Matt Bonaudi, Eric Holdner, Nancy Wainwright, 
Jim Lenthe, Jan Thomas, George Kopscick; College Township: Bernie Ingles, Linda Engles; Jean Wyatt, 
Weathervane owner; Grant Richey, Knox Pages. 
 
Virtual, attending: Charlie Rice, Anna Duke Reach, Ann Moffat, Sheriff David Shaffer, Miriam Dean-Otting, 
Kerry Strader, Buffy Halinan, David, Kert Baldwin, Iphone user.  
 
Mayor Kessler called the Meeting to Order at 7:01 pm 
 
Council Discussion: 
 

1. Answer questions and provide current information about the roundabout the Ohio Department of 
Transportation is constructing at the intersection of SR 308/ SR 229. 
 

Council addressed the audience, stating that they encourage them to ask questions and to encourage others to 
attend the 43022-day event as they will be having all of this information available also. 
 
Mayor Kessler reviewed the previously submitted questions, see attachment.   
 

May 28th current start date, finish is slated for early November. 
 
Question: will there be flashing lights at the crosswalk such as higher up on 308?  Answer: Currently that is not 
slated for the project.   
 
Question: Will the flooding that occurred several weeks ago in the field be addressed?  Ian Smith, Kenyon 
College, replied that they have worked with ODOT to assist with the overflow that has been occurring over the 
past several years.  Not sure if the raised earth will remain as a water dike or not. 
 
Question: Concern over the tree removal that has occurred in the construction zone.  
Answer: It was determined that the tree removal needed to be done earlier to deter the migrating bats from 
nesting in the zone and being disrupted during construction.   
 
Question: Where will the retaining wall be located?  
Answer: Ian Smith assisted with the available diagrams to show where the retaining wall will be located.   
 
Question: How close it will be to the BFEC trail in that area 
Mayor Kessler stated he has spoken with staff at the BFEC and they will be adjusting the path so that hikers will 
not be too close to the retaining wall.   
 
Sheriff David Shaffer, question on if the roundabout will be a circle or more oblong? 
Answer: It will be a circle. 
 
Resident concern: On vehicles or truckers unfamiliar with the area will there be signs to indicate that a 
roundabout is coming up on the road.   
Mayor Kessler, stated that ODOT does not currently have plans for additional signs, being that it is a state route 
ODOT determines the signage.    



Question: Can you provide additional information on the retaining wall, what it will look like, who is 
responsible for the upkeep.  
Answer: We are still in the process of the coloring options with ODOT, but the Village will be responsible for 
the upkeep of the wall. 
 
Council stated that once the mock-ups for the coloring/style of the retaining wall are available we will make 
them available for residents to review and provide their opinions on the options. 
 
Council Forman, stated that the retaining wall is now not as far back as was originally anticipated.  
 
Council Sockman, we were also very concerned with the retaining wall.  We tried to do it as more of a natural 
wall. Ian Smith stated after ODOT completed a soil analysis it was determined that it was not possible, so the 
retaining wall had to be used.  The highest point will be 17 feet, and length about 200 feet.   
 
Question: Why are we not using any of the great natural stone in the area?   
Council Wright stated because of the cost and the upkeep would be significantly more expensive.   
 
Jim Lenthe, what will the construction do to the water line over there?   
VA Wise, they will be laying a new line, it will be a one-day replacement to lay the line.   
 
Bill Seder, Mt Vernon City Schools Superintendent, stated that they know this is happening for safety and they 
are all about the safety of the students.  What time it will begin? 
Council stated that once it begins that intersection will be closed for the duration of the project. 
 
VA Wise, stated that ODOT will be setting up 6 different flashing signs stating that the road will be closing.   
 
George Kopcsick, stated that he is glad that the road will be completely closed down to get it done quickly 
because in New Albany they are not closing for their construction and it will be taking at least 18 months to 
complete. 
 
Discussion over what will be placed in the center of the roundabout.  The thought is to be doing wildflowers, 
want to not cause the maintenance crew to have to mow the area.  
 
Sheriff Shaffer, will there be barricades set up, will there be a way to deter people from trying to drive past them 
and they have to try to turn around at the Observatory Road?  
Answer: There will be a barricade set up near Lower Gambier Road.   
 
Question: What is the size of the center of the roundabout going to be.   
VA Wise will find that information for future sharing.    
 
Was stated that the suggested speed for the roundabout is 20 miles per hour. Discussion amongst the crowd on if 
people will go that speed. 
 
Mayor Kessler stated that the Village is possibly going to host the BFEC fall festival at the Gambier community 
center park area for 2024 so that the long-standing event does not need to be cancelled during the construction 
period. 
 
It was also stated that the Pelotonia group has been informed of the construction and that the information on the 
closure will be passed along to those involved.  
 
 
The meeting was adjourned by Mayor Kessler at 7:46 p.m. 
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